SHEET NUMBER 28113-CORPORATE
MACHINERY BROKERS
PRESENTS SAMPLING SYSTEM ---
BRAND MASELLI.
SAMPLING CRANE MODEL CC-01
COMBINED W/- ANALYTICAL BOWSER MODEL
SM03.
- FULLY AUTOMATIC GRAPE MUST STATION.
   --- DRAWS GRAPE SAMPLE DIRECTLY FROM GROWERS TRUCK OR BIN AND TESTS
   GRAPE.
   -SUGAR MEASUREMENT WITH DIGITAL OPTICAL SENSOR. MEASURING SUGAR
   CONTENT—THE REFRACTOMETRIC PROCESS IS MADE BY A LONG LIFE LED
   SOURCE, SYNTHETIC SAPPHIRE PRISM, CCD OPTICAL SENSOR TO DETECT THE IMAGE. THE
   MEASUREMENT IS EXPRESSED IN BRIX, BABO, BAUME. IT IS POSSIBLE TO PERSONALLY
   PROGRAM ALL OF THE MEASUREMENT RANGES FROM THE KEYBOARD.
   -pH MEASUREMENT WITH INDUSTRIAL SENSOR. pH MEASUREMENT IS MADE BY AN
   INDUSTRIAL SENSOR WITH A POLYMERIC SENSOR WHICH DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY
   MAINTENANCE AND PROVIDES HIGH ACCURACY IN THE MEASUREMENT OF DIFFICULT
   LIQUIDS SUCH AS MUSTS.
   -ACIDITY
   MEASUREMENT WITH NAOH TITRATION. ACID-BASE TITRATION; A SAMPLE OF KNOWN
   VOLUME IS OBTAINED WITH A PRECISE SAMPLING METHOD; SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION
   IS DOSED BY A 10 ML SYRINGE WITH MINIMUM DOSAGES OF FOUR MICROLITRES UP UNTIL
   NEUTRALIZATION. THE DATA IS EXPRESSED AS IS USED, IN GR/LT TARTARIC ACID.
   -ALL THREE MEASUREMENTS IN 70 SECONDS.
   -AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION.
   -SAPPHIRE PRISM.
   -LED [LIGHT EMITTING DIODE] LIGHT SOURCE.
   -HIGH RESOLUTION CCD [CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE] OPTICAL SENSOR.
   -SELF CLEANING.
   -LOCAL DATA PRINTING.
MASELLI SAMPLING SYSTEM CONTINUED.

ASIDE FROM THE EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES OF TRANSFORMATION, WINE QUALITY STRICTLY DEPENDS UPON THE QUALITY OF THE GRAPES USED. THE GRAPES MUST BE SELECTED AND EVALUATED ON THE BASIS OF PRECISE AND RELIABLE ANALYSIS CARRIED OUT IMMEDIATELY AND AUTOMATICALLY UNDER THE SUPPLIERS WATCHFUL EYE.
PRICE
SHEET NUMBER 28113

MASELLI CITRUS SAMPLING SYSTEM.
PRICE $48,000 PLUS GST.
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ADD GST TO ALL PRICES
ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO OUR ANNEXURE A / B CONDITIONS OF SALE.